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W
hen I first visited
Sifnos 25 years ago
I stayed in a spar-
tan white-washed
room burrowed
into the rockface in
the hilltop hamlet

of Kastro. Enclosed within 14th-century
fortifications punctured by arched gate-
ways to protect the medieval inhabitants
from pirates, Kastro clings to a sheer
outcrop thrusting into the Aegean. An
acropolis once crowned the village, but its
marble columns were pilfered long ago in
order to prop up the jumble of houses, along
with fragments of engraved tombstones. 

My room was basic, and the owner —
an elderly gentleman who ate raw garlic
for breakfast and was prone to bursting in
unannounced — was a busybody. But
the view was incomparable; beyond the
narrow footpath that marked the outer
perimeter of the village there was nothing
but the blue horizon. The hazy outlines
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of distant islands shimmered in and out of
view, depending on the weather. Far below,
a zigzagging staircase, each slab of stone
outlined in limewash, led to a tiny, blue-
domed chapel marooned on its own mini-
ature peninsula. Every morning I woke at
dawn to sit on the stone stoop and watch
the sunrise. 

A low-key, cosmopolitan crowd comes
back to Sifnos summer after summer after
summer, yet it remains one of the most
authentic of Greek islands, its traditions
thriving not for tourist consumption but
because life here has always followed
the rhythm of the land and the seasons.
There’s no airport, and the port of Kam-
ares, which has its own sandy beach, isn’t
big enough to accommodate cruise ships.

There are smarter places to stay now —
hillside villas and a sprinkling of secluded
hotels, such as Kamaroti and Verina Astra.
And in May a splashy newcomer called
NOS arrived on the scene. Repurposed
from an abandoned hotel overlooking the
dinky fishing port of Faros, NOS is the first
venture of Aeternal, a hospitality com-
pany founded by a shipbroking firm that
plans to open several more hotels around
Greece. The owner, Vasilis Koutroulis,
enlisted K-Studio, the architect behind
some of the most fashionable hospitality
projects in Greece, and hired Athinagoras
Kostakos, a celebrity chef who made
his name on Mykonos, to create the menu
for the hotel’s restaurant. Admittedly
I was a little apprehensive about what all
this might mean for Sifnos, which has
quietly resisted overdevelopment while
so many nearby islands have been overrun
by beach bars, jet skis and design-
conscious resorts. 

I needn’t have worried. Down a semi-
paved track with no signage, NOS is
deliberately understated. Although the
walls are painted the colour of sand rather
than traditional white, the boxy buildings
follow the contours of the hillside.
Conceived as a contemporary Cycladic
village, the 18 rooms connected by stair-
ways and stone walls all have different
layouts and views. My honey-toned suite
had a tiny plunge pool in the cloistered
courtyard and a shady terrace at the back,
with an aperture in the stone wall framing
the monastery of Chrysopigi, which strad-

dles a rocky peninsula cleaved in two. It’s
considered the holiest of the hundreds of
churches and monasteries on Sifnos.

While the bedrooms are designed for
utmost privacy, the main pool and open-air
restaurant are imagined as a “village
square”, where guests can socialise or
soak up the seascape from the desert
chairs and daybeds. At twilight the
glassy pool reflects the mauve 
and pink brushstrokes in the
sky — a view to savour
with one of the bartend-
er’s elaborate cocktails
(I recommend the
cu-cai: pear-infused
vodka with cu-
cumber water, gin-
gerbread syrup
and lime foam). 

Dinner under
the restaurant’s
bamboo pergola is
a succession of in-
tense, summery fla-
vours: white tarama
with avruga caviar; char-
grilled octopus with a herby
bean salad; a deconstructed spana-
kopita, with shards of filo pastry broken in-
to a lemony heap of spinach, feta and dill at
the table by the delightful Olympia. Like
all the gracious staff at NOS, she charms
with an easy familiarity that doesn’t feel
overbearing. 

“Gastronomy on Sifnos is a way of life,”
Koutroulis says. “For example, if you ask

Mrs Margarita, a dear neighbour of our
hotel, to prepare you revithada [baked
chickpeas] she will tell you, ‘Vasilis, you’ll
have to wait until Sunday.’ Traditionally,
the chickpeas are soaked in rainwater col-
lected in cisterns, then sealed in a special
pot called a skepastaria and cooked over-
night in a communal wood-fired oven on
Saturday, to be served after church for

Sunday lunch.” 
Resistant to heat and miner-

al-rich, Sifnos’s distinctive
red soil has been used to

make cooking vessels
for centuries. There
are 15 potter’s
workshops on Sif-
nos, but before the
advent of plastic
and aluminium
there were many,
many more. NOS

pays homage to the
island’s pottery in-

dustry, with ceramic
stools, sinks, flowerpots

and flaros (decorative
chimney pots) peppered

throughout the property. 
Although the hotel feels blissfully

secluded there are four shallow, sandy
bays (and several excellent seaside taver-
nas) within walking distance. With more
than 62 miles of waymarked trails, Sifnos
is easy to explore on foot. You don’t need
hiking boots to wander three minutes
downhill to Fasolu beach, a sheltered bay
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Need to 

know

Rachel Howard was a 

guest of NOS hotel, which 

has B&B doubles from 

£255 (stayatnos.com). 

Sifnos is a two-hour 

ferry ride from Athens 

with a huddle of tamarisk trees providing
natural shade — flip-flops will do. Just
over the hill is Faros, with a handful of
pensions and tavernas at the water’s edge.
A fisherman sings a mournful ballad to
himself as he putters off into the sunset,
while I dig into a Greek salad with xyno-
myzithra (a fluffy, tangy local cheese) and
fava flecked with capers at Limanaki. 

At Glifo beach a bevy of cats sidle over to
greet me, rolling flirtatiously in the sand.
Exuberant caper blossoms burst from the
rocks along the coastal trail. There is
subtle evidence of bygone efforts to coax a
livelihood from the rough landscape: xero-
lithies, stone terraces built without
cement; circular threshing floors; traces of
an abandoned mine. 

Over the headland the immaculate sil-
houette of Chrysopigi reaches into the bay
of Apokofto. Apparently, someone tried to
install sunbeds on the beach, but thankful-
ly the residents’ association intervened.
Instead, you can bake on the hot, flat rocks
surrounding the monastery, stirred from
your siesta when the church bells toll for
evensong. 

It’s a scene that has barely changed since
I first came to Sifnos all those summers
ago. The bakery in Kastro where I would
buy warm cheese pie for breakfast is
gone. But Kavos Sunrise bar, another
favourite spot to watch the sun come up
after too many mojitos, is still there, its
grizzled owner Kostas still sporting
denim cut-offs and a bandana. The souv-
laki joint just up the hill has been replaced

by a perfectly unpretentious wine bar,
Loggia, where you can perch on the steps
with a glass of something deliciously
Greek and a generous miscellany of
local cheese. 

As dusk falls, a garland of lights casts a
glow over the pebble cove of Seralia below,
once the ancient port of Sifnos, now a
tumble of stone shacks wedged between
greenish rocks with the patina of oxidised
copper. “It’s one of those places where the
universe has arranged everything exactly
where it’s meant to be, a sort of natural
feng shui,” says Griogos Samoilis, a chef
who opened his zero-waste, nose-to-
tail restaurant Cantina (mains from
about £13, cantinasifnos.gr) here two sum-
mers ago, single-handedly reviving Sif-
nos’s reputation as the culinary capital of
the Cyclades. 

Nicholas Tselementes, the man who
wrote the first Greek cooking magazine in
1910, was from Sifnos, but his recipes were
shaped more by stints at grand hotels
abroad than the simple, seasonal cuisine
of his native island. Samoilis, who spent
years travelling and absorbing the
culinary influences of South America, has
moved in the opposite direction, with an
uncompromising menu that almost
exclusively uses produce from Sifnos.
Sustainably caught fish is smoked using
seaweed harvested from Seralia; fried
fish skin and herbs foraged from the rocky
shoreline garnish a grouper carpaccio;
pigeons, once a mainstay of Cycladic
cooking, are back on the menu. 

While Sifnos’s upmarket restaurants,
such as Cantina, Omega 3 on Platis Gialos
beach and Bostani at Verina Astra hotel,
treat local ingredients with a radically
modern attitude, there are plenty of
old-time tavernas serving traditional fare.
A simple lunch of bitesize chickpea cro-
quettes, blanched sea samphire and
chips tastes even better after a dip in the
limpid green bay of Vroulidia. Manolis on
Vathy beach does the best mastelo:
lamb marinated in red wine and dill,
slow-roasted over vine branches in the
eponymous clay pot.

At breakfast on the hotel terrace, Olym-
pia is back with a perfect cappuccino and a
Sifnian spin on eggs florentine, with wild
greens and feta. Breakfast is a paean to
local produce — manoura cheese aged in
red wine; savoury biscuits flavoured with
anise; almond cookies — served in the
prettiest bowls, painted with tiny blue fish,
flowers and birds. Every piece is shaped,
fired and painted by hand by the Lebesis
family, who have been making pottery for
four generations and produce their
own clay. Later, in their workshop,
I watch the patriarch, Yiannis, deftly throw
mugs on the wheel, as he has done since he
was 16. The whirr and purr of the wheel is
like a sitting meditation. 

“How long does it take you to make each
one?” I ask. “Who knows?” But in two and
a half minutes he has produced a perfect
mug. I think of Yiannis, and his pure,
timeless way of life, every morning as I
drink my coffee. 
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A bedroom at NOS

Cantina, Sifnos

A pool suite at NOS hotel, Sifnos more 
gorgeous 

Greek hotels 

Ammos Hotel, Crete

One of the most sharply designed
and family-friendly hotels in Greece, 
Ammos is a hot ticket for those who 
travel to eat well. The easygoing 
all-day menu riffs between local meze 
(dolmades, fava, battered slivers of 
zucchini) and kid-pleasing comfort 
food (chicken souvlaki, sourdough 
pizza), served at the poolside 
restaurant or right on the sandy 
beach. The bountiful breakfast is
a Cretan smorgasbord — sweet 
mizithra cheese pies, miniature dakos, 
thick yoghurt with thyme honey, 
alongside an assortment of artisan 
breads, pastries and killer croissants 
from Red Jane bakery, the owner 
Nikos Tsepetis’s latest passion 
project (opening in late 2022 in 
downtown Chania). 
Details B&B garden-view studios 

from £155 (ammoshotel.com). 

Fly to Chania 

Four Seasons Astir Palace, Athens 

In the swanky suburb of Vouliagmeni, 
this seaside resort is a 30-minute 
drive from Athens airport and the 
Acropolis. Its flagship restaurant, 
Pelagos, won its first Michelin star 
after just six months. Chef Luca 
Piscazzi’s nine-course Pelagos on Tour
tasting menu features ingredients 
sourced from small-scale producers 
on the islands of Tinos, Lesvos and 
Kalymnos. Precise and delicate 
dishes include octopus ink risotto 
with bergamot, Tinian goat in pale 
ale with apricot and elderflower, 
and an ouzo and strawberry île 
flottante. Each wittily plated dish 
comes with sensational sea views. 
Pair with elegant Greek wines or a 
quartet of cocktails inspired by the 
Aegean winds. 
Details B&B doubles from £955 

(fourseasons.com). Fly to Athens

Bill & Coo Coast, Mykonos

Mykonos is not all champagne 
showers and exorbitant sushi. The 
serene suites at this adults-only 
hideaway have exclusive access to a 
sandy cove. There’s an upmarket 
taverna for a poolside lunch, but 
the buzz is at beachfront Beefbar — 
box-fresh after a glamorous makeover 
this summer. From tacos to tempura, 
tarama tuna to king crab salad, the 
alfresco kitchen gives leaf and reef 
equal billing with beef. But this being 
Mykonos, the gyros are made with 
kobe beef. 
Details B&B suites from £515 

(bill-coo-hotel.com). Fly to Mykonos
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